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The beginning of this project required quite a bit of setup, thus I had 3 small tasks to do over this week 

and uptil next Wednesday. However, once the infrastructure has been built there will probably be longer 

tasks that occupy almost the entire week. 

My deliverables for this week were to  

1. Familiarize myself with the esp32, setup the toolchain 

2. Connect it to CMU’s wifi, create a simple telnet server on my laptop to send data to and from it  

3. Get the ESP32 sampling sound from the I2S mems microphone breakout board that we purchased.  

To ensure portability and so that other teammates could get access to the toolchain easily, I decided to 

use a virtual machine to setup the build and debug environment, I used the 18349 virtual machine as a 

staring point and installed the necessary tools. We are now able to program the board over micro usb. 

While programming over microusb is convenient, we do not plan on having a microusb port on the esp32 

PCB, as such I also had to verify that the board could be programmed directly from the gpio lines. With a 

little tweaking to the UART controller I was able to achieve this. This will also enable us to breadboard 

parts of our PCB before sending out to print. Next, the debug infrastructure had to be set up. I was able 

to get serial debugging working over serial and using RTOS , we get access printf, breakpoints, register 

dumps etc.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The next step was to connect the device to CMU’s wifi, I had to get the device’s mac address and then 

register it on net reg, the device was able to connect to cmu’s wifi, but for some reason it was not able to 

connect to the telnet server on my laptop that was on the same network. I think this is because the ports 

on my latop were not open and at the time I could not figure out how to do it but we still needed to verify 

that the wifi controller was working. Most of the ports on the cmu unix server are open. So, I ran a small 

echo server on the unix machines and got the esp32 to echo whatever I typed on my laptop that was 

sshed to cmu unix (the code for the server has been included). Thus, I was able to verify it actually 

connected. However, our goal is to be able to perform all our computation on a laptop.  



I tried disabling the firewall but even then we could not connect. While sending data over CMU’s wifi is 

the ultimate goal, we needed a workaround at least for now so that we can start work in parallel on other 

aspects of the project. My laptop can create wifi hotspots and I made the esp32 connect directly to the 

laptop and transfer data. I was able to get the simple echo server working, for now the task of sending 

data over cmu’s wifi will be pushed to later on the schedule so as to focus on other aspects of the project.  

The next deliverable was to connect the microphone to the esp32 to generate some data. A precursor to 

this task was to decide between Electret condenser microphones and mems microphone. I checked out 

one of each from IDEATE lending, the EC microphone could detect sound over a larger range of 

frequencies, and we thought this would enable us to pick up more features. However, when I connected 

the EC mic to the ESP32 ADC, I found that the results were very noisy, and the CPU was able to send very 

few samples of data per second. The danger of having low throughput is that the ESP32 sram will fill up 

and we’ll start dropping data. We are sampling at 44KHz, which means we get 44000 integers every 

second, which comes to 171 kB/s. The esp32 has 512kB of SRAM, and since we are recording over intervals 

of 10 mins, our throughput has to be around 150 kB/s otherwise we run the risk of dropping data.   

The mems device was better in terms of noise, but we still faced the issue of throughput. To get around 

this, we purchased a MEMS mic with very high signal to noise ratio (65 dB), this was much higher than the 

previous EC mic (32 B) and the previous mems mic (28 dB). This mic also works with i2s, which means we 

can use the hardware i2s controller with dma to get signal samples from the mic (I have attached the 

code). In theory this should increase throughput. Unfortunately, I was not able to get the i2s to work. The 

processor is driving the clock, but we are just getting noise from the device. The problem is either with 

the code or the device (most likely the former). However, just as a sanity check, I will use an Arduino and 

a built in i2s library just to ensure that the device works.  

I am on schedule for all tasks, the i2s task has time till Wednesday and there is slack till the weekend. My 

focus for next week will be to extract sound from esp32 and send it to the server. If I finish the task before 

the weekend, I will work on making the processor sleep and wakeup on a gpio interrupt. We did not 

purchase the breakout board for our wakeup mic, because it was almost $100 even though the actual mic 

is under $2 instead, we will use an analog mic and an analog comparator to develop the functionality on 

the esp32 until we get our pcbs and we can test it on the actual wakeup mic. 

 


